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1. Introduction. For a given sequence {am} and p^Q, Schur (2) defined

Kn = A<*m = (am+i ~ am)/Pm+1,
oW=«d'om = J(a(J-«), a^=m (1.1)

In particular if p is a prime, a an integer and am=apm, then by Fermat's theorem

a ; = (a*>m+1-a*m)/^™+i

is integral. Schur proved that if p j - a, then all the derivatives

A*aPm, A3a*>m, ..., A^a»m

are integral. Zorn (3) using p-adic methods proved Schur's results and also found the residue
of Xm (mod pm), where Xm = (xvm - l)/pm+1 and x = l (mod p). The writer (1) proved Zorn's
congruences by elementary methods as well as certain additional results of a similar sort.

In the present note we consider polynomials

f(x)=f(x1,...,xk) (1-2)
in an arbitrary number of indeterminates ; the coefficients of f(x) are rational integers, or, a
little more generally, rational numbers that are integral (modp), where p is a fixed prime.
Let F denote the set of polynomials (1.2). Then as is familiar

p(x)=f(x*)+pg(x), (1.3)
where g(x) eF. It follows from (1.3) that

/^1(*H/'"V)+l>M+7;(*). • ;(!•*)
where f'm (x) e F. In analogy with (1.1) we define

Af*m(x)=f'm(x) = (fI'm+1(x)-fIim(xp))IPn+1 (1-5)
Higher derivatives are defined by means of

A^f»m(x)=f^1)(x) = (ti)
+1(x)f»m+1(x) -f%(x)f*m+r(x»))/p™+\ (1.6)

for r > l . If f(x)=a, then it is easily verified that Arf»m(x) reduces to a"m+1 + ... +p™+r-*
times the r-th Schur derivative as defined by (1.1).

With these definitions we show that Arfpm(x) has integral coefficients (mod p) for l < r
p - 1 ; if g(x) in (1.3) is divisible by p then ATf"m(x) e F for all r j s l , m>0 . More precisely

\ we have the congruence

A(p*-i)
Arf^(x)s-^'jr^^)^y^l___ {modpn) (1.7)

valid for l < r < p , where er is defined in (3.1); if r<p -1, (1.7) holds (mod pm+r).
Finally we consider a generalization of (1.5) and (1.6) valid for any commutative ring

|that contains the rational integers. The results stated above carry over with very slight
ichange.
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Remark. One might think it natural to define Arfpm(x) by means of

(1.8)
however, (1.8) does not lead to a generalization of Schur's results.

2. Some Lemmas. We shall require the following lemmas.
LEMMA 1.

«=o
(x-p3) = (2.1)

where r~\ (pr-l) ... (pr-s+1 -1 ) H-- « J ' Lo_
This is well known.
LEMMA 2. In the notation of (1.5) and (1.6), we te>e

Brm+ir(r+l) /W /~\ = y I _ 1 \r-« fr 1 «J(r-»)(r-s-l) f f f 7
Jf Jm \^} ^ \ ^1 \1> Jm+l •••Jm+sjm+s •••Jm+r—V

(2-3)

Lemma 2 is easily proved by induction making use of familiar properties of .

The following lemma is a slight extension of Lemma 2 of (1).
LEMMA 3. Put

where gi(u) is a polynomial of degree i with integral coefficients. Then

- 0
an

-D U.t (i>r)

T"1

H 8 = 0
(i-r)

.(2.4)

where a0 is the highest coefficient of g^u), and Ur { is integral.

3. Formulas for Arf"m(x). Using the abbreviated notation (2.3), we rewrite (1.4) as

Jm+i —Jm +pm fm-
If we put e»=(2>'-l)/(2>-l) (3.1)

it is seen that
/ ft f —(7 j-/n»»+l f \es(f \Pser—s

m+l ••• Jm+sJm+s ••• Jm+r-1 - IJm +i* Jrnl \Jm)

i=0

since es +p'er_s = er. Thus substituting in the right member of (2.2), we obtain

= S (_l)r-.

-- Z
8 = 0 8 = 0 U

.(3.2)
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where, for es<i, f f\ is taken to be zero. We now apply Lemma 3 to the inner sum, and

(3.2) becomes

+ S ^-p^W^Hf'JHfJ^U^ : (3.3)

We can generalize (3.3) in the following way. For arbitrary h^l, consider ATfhvm (#).
Clearly Lemma 2 gives

£ _ 1}r-S P I ^(r-«)(r-.-1)/* +J ...fm+jh
m+s ...fm+r-X.

Since /*+! ...fm+jh
m+, ...fh

m+r-i = (fm+Pm+1f'Jhe°(DhJ"er->

a little manipulation leads to

+ I £*<»+1>«-r>(/J'(?J*''-'CTM>», (3.4)

where UTill is integral (mod ^)). For h = 1, (3.4) reduces to (3.3); for h =p -1, (3.4) becomes

(3.5)

where Fr , — Uri,p_1 is integral (modp).
It is perhaps worth noting that for f(x) =a, (3.4) yields

7 7 ( ^ - 1 )

r! v m

+ hZ TiP(m+m-r)KYa»m«»r-i)Urj>h,

in agreement with (2.11) of (1).
4. The main result. Using (3.4) we can determine when Arfhlim(x) e F, that is when

Arfh"m(x) has integral coefficients (mod p). It is only necessary to examine pto+W^/H. As
in [1, § 3] we suppose i>r, r^p. Then p{~r/il is integral (modp); moreover, pi~rJi\ is
divisible by p unless (i) i =p, r —p - 1 , or (ii) i =p +1, r =p. An immediate consequence is

THEOREM 1. Lethal. Then Arfh1>m(x) has integral coefficients (modp) for 1 < r < p - ! •
In the next place since pt/il is always integral (mod2?), and since/P(a:) =f{xv) (modp2)

implies
1

(that is, f'm = 0 (mod p)), we have also
THEOREM 2. Let h^l. Iffv(x) =f{x') (modp2) then Arfh^n(x) e F for all r > 1 ,
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We may also state the following more precise
THEOREM 3. Let h>l, l^r^p. Then

h(P*-i)
AT"m(x) =^hr(f'mY(Uher-r i=1

(p __ (mod*-). ...%. (4.1)

If r<p - 1 , the congruence (4.1) holds (mod pm+1).
For h = l, (4.1) reduces to (1.7). The special case

may also be mentioned.
A word may be added about the additional hypothesis fp{x) =f(xp) (mod p2). In general

this will, of course, not be satisfied. It is not difficult to show that /o = 0 (mod p) if and only
if

f(x) = axl1.• • x^k, av=a (modp2).
5. A generalization. The notation (2.3) suggests a possible generalization of the results

of §§ 3, 4. Let now Q denote a commutative ring which contains the integers ; in particular
then we can define congruences (modpm) in Q. Let a, b denote numbers of Q such that
av = b (mod p), which implies

apm+1=bpm (modpm+1) (m=0, 1, 2, ...) (5.1)
We rewrite (5.1) in the form

«2>Wl+l __ kj?m _j_ rt^wt+1 Q* (*5 2 ^

and define
Aav™ =a'm = (a1"n+1 -b"m)jpm+1 (5.3)

Higher derivatives are defined recursively by means of
Ar+l nvm _n(r+l) _ in{r) n _ n(r) J, \lrtm+l IK A\

n a —am —\am+lam+l am "m+rilP > K°-*)
where we put am = a1>m. (For a — b, Arapm reduces to am+1 ... am+T_1 times the r-th. Schur
derivative (1.1). I t is now not difficult to verify that the results of § 3 can be carried over
to the general case. In particular (3.3) becomes

n{P*-i)

+ Z l.P^^KYbZ-tU^, (5.5)
i=r+ll\

where er has the same meaning as in (3.1) and Ur>i e Q. Since (5.1) implies

it follows that (3.4) can also be generalized. We have indeed

h^ 1
lUr,iih (5.6)

i = r+l * !
valid for,
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Finally, using (5.6), we obtain immediate generalizations of the theorems of § 4. We
may state

THEOREM 4. Let h^l. Then Arah*>m e Q for l < r < y - 1 .

THEOREM 5. Lethal. If a'o =0 (mod p) then JV">m e Q for all r > l ,
THEOREM 6. Let h^l, l < r < # ; then

Aranpm^hr{a>myhher-ri^___ {modpm) ( 5 . 7 )

If r<p-l, then congruence (5.7) holds (mod^>m+1).
6. An application. As an instance of the generalization, let Q be the ring of Gaussian

integers a+bi and let the prime p = 3 (mod 4). If a = a + bi e Q we put a=±a-bi, so that we
have the familiar congruence

a»=« (modp) (6.1)

In view of (6.1), it is evident that (5.3) and (5.4) become

Then Theorems 4 and 5 apply without change, while Theorem 6 yields the congruence

hw-D
^ ( a ; ) ( ) o ^ _ i ) r ( m o d ^ ) (6.3)

for A>1, K r s Q j ; if r<jp - 1 , (5.7) holds (mod pm+1).
It is clear how (6.2) and (6.3) can be stated for any quadratic field and how other applica-

tions of the same kind can be constructed. We remark that the generalization of the Schur
derivative for algebraic numbers in [1, § 4] is of a somewhat different nature from the above.

Finally one can also consider polynomials with coefficients in the Gaussian ring. The
starting point is now (compare (1.3))

P(x)~f{x*)+pg(x),

where/(a;) is obtained by replacing each coefficient of f(x) by its conjugate. I t is clear how
to modify the definitions (1.5), (1.6). The final results are exactly like those of § 4.
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